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Abstract
We present a study of the clustering properties of medical publications for the aim of Evidence Based Medicine summarisation. Given an annotated dataset of
documents that have been manually assigned to groups related to clinical answers, we apply K-Means clustering and verify that the documents can be clustered
reasonably well. We advance the implications of such clustering for natural language processing tasks in Evidence Based Medicine.

Clustering for EBM

The ultimate goal is to build a query-based multi-document summarisation system for Evidence Based Medicine that groups
(clusters) the input documents according to the answers, and generates (summarises) the answers.

Input

QUESTION:
Which treatments work best for hemorrhoids?
DOCUMENTS:
[11289288], [12972967], [1442682], [15486746],
[16235372], [16252313], [17054255], [17380367].

clustering

=⇒
summarisation

Output

1. Excision is the most effective treatment for thrombosed external hemorrhoids.
[11289288], [12972967], [15486746].

2. For prolapsed internal hemorrhoids, the best definitive treatment is traditional
hemorrhoidectomy. [17054255], [17380367].

3. Of nonoperative techniques, rubber band ligation produces the lowest rate of
recurrence. [1442682], [16252313], [16235372].

Dataset

I 456 questions from the “Clinical Inquiries”
section of the Journal of Family Practice.

I Each question has several answer parts.
I Each answer part has its relevant

documents.
I A document may be relevant to several

answer parts (overlapping clustering).

Sample

Q A Documents in the answer
8269 1 17237298 16080084 12514443 15716561 16531939
8269 2 15716561
2095 2 11417373 9099150
2095 3 9099150
2095 4 12415081 1834190 9099150 7484689 11417373

Data For Clustering

I The source documents are encoded in PubMed XML.
I We performed original experiments using several kinds of information:
1. Complete XML data.
2. Abstract information only.
3. Terms that have an Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) concept.
4. UMLS semantic types.

Clustering Approach

I An independent clustering task for each question.
I Clustering approach was K-means.
I Words were lowercased, stop words removed, remaining words weighted using

tf.idf.
I Final result is the average cluster entropy across all questions.

Clustering Results with Predefined K

Cluster Entropy

I Entropy of cluster i in question q:

Entropy(i) = −
K∑

j=1

pi ,j log2 pi ,j where pi ,j =
# docs in i and j

#docs in i

I Cluster entropy of question q: weighted average of Entropy(i):

Entropy(q) =
K∑

i=1

Entropy(i)
# docs in i
# docs in q

Table 1: Average entropy for optimal K clusters.
Measure Whole XML Abstract only Concepts only Semantic types
Euclidean 0.260 0.264 0.274 0.310
Correlation 0.348 0.362 0.349 0.347
Cosine 0.249 0.266 0.277 0.298
Dice 0.332 0.328 0.324 0.334
Jaccard 0.320 0.330 0.317 0.327
Manhattan 0.288 0.299 0.305 0.296

The entropy of pure random clustering is − log2(1/K ) for an average
K = 2.4, giving 1.263, so simple k-means clustering gives good results.

Finding Best Number of Clusters K

User defined K : A constant value of K for each question.
Rule of Thumb: Based on the total number m of documents in a cluster. This provides a value of K

that is distinct for each question.

K =
√

m/2
Cover Coefficient: Based on the number m of documents, the number n of terms, and the number

t of non-zero entries in the matrix of bags of words.

K =
m × n

t

Table 2: Average entropy on full XML documents.
Measure K = 2 K = 3 K = 4 RoT Cover Original
Euclidean 0.489 0.309 0.205 0.163 0.235 0.260
Correlation 0.604 0.413 0.283 0.238 0.316 0.348
Cosine 0.479 0.298 0.213 0.154 0.224 0.249
Dice 0.572 0.368 0.250 0.204 0.290 0.332
Jaccard 0.562 0.360 0.252 0.191 0.293 0.320
Manhattan 0.522 0.327 0.226 0.174 0.281 0.288
Average K 2 3 4 3.8 2.8 2.4

Our system does not attempt to handle overlapping clustering. Considering that, the results are remarkably good. In future work we will look at overlapping
clustering. We will also look at supervised clustering and incorporate information from the question.
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